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Abstract This paper proposes a new cost effective approach for on-the-
fly microarchitecture simulations on real size applications. The original
program code is lightly annotated to provide a fast (direct) execution
mode, and an embedded instruction-set emulator enables on-the-fly sim-
ulations. While running, the instrumented-and-emulated program can
switch from the fast mode to the emulation mode, and vice-versa. The
instrumentation tool, calvin2, and the instruction-set emulator, DICE,
presented in this paper, exhibit low execution overheads in fast mode
(1.31 on average for the SPEC95 benchmarks). This makes our approach
well suited to simulate on-the-fly samples spread over an application.

1 Introduction

Simulations are widely used to evaluate microprocessor architecture and memory
system performance. Such simulations require dynamic information (trace) of
realistic programs to provide realistic results. However, compared to the native
execution of the programs, microarchitecture (or memory system) simulation
induces very high execution slowdowns (in the 1,000–10,000 range [1]).

To reduce simulation times, trace sampling, as suggested by [5] is widely used.
For long running workloads, using the complete trace to extract samples is not
conceivable because storing the full trace would need hundreds of giga bytes of
disk, and would take days: on-the-fly simulation is the only acceptable solution.
However, current trace-collection tools are not really suited to such a technique:
at best, they provide a “skip mode” (to position the simulation at a starting
point) which still exhibits a high execution overhead. Thus, using current tracing
tools, trace sampling does not allow to simulate on-the-fly samples spread over
long applications.

This paper presents the implementation of a new on-the-fly simulation ap-
proach. This approach takes advantage of both static code annotation and instruc-
tion-set emulation in order to provide traced programs with two execution modes:
a fast (direct) execution mode and an emulation mode. At run time, dynamic
switches are allowed from fast mode to emulation mode, and vice-versa. The fast
execution mode is expected to exhibit a very low execution overhead over the
native program execution, and therefore will enable to fast forward billions of
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instructions in a few seconds. In addition, the instruction-set emulator is flexible
enough to allow users to easily implement different microarchitecture or mem-
ory hierarchy simulators. Consequently, our approach is well suited to simulate
samples spread over a large application since most of the native instructions are
expected to execute in fast mode.

In the next section, we detail the approach of combining light static code
annotation and instruction-set emulation. Section 3 presents our static code
annotation tool: calvin2, and DICE, our instruction-set emulator. Section 4
evaluates the performance of calvin2 + DICE, and compares it to Shade [2].
Section 5 summarizes this study and presents directions for future development.

2 Light Static Code Annotation and Instruction-Set
Emulation

To trace programs or to perform on-the-fly simulations, static code annotation is
generally more efficient than instruction-set emulation [7]. However, instruction-
set emulation is a much more flexible approach: 1) implementing different trac-
ing/simulation strategies is done without (re)instrumenting the target programs
and 2) dynamically linked code, dynamically compiled code, and self-modifying
code are traced and simulated easily.

Our approach takes advantage of the efficiency of static code annotation: a
light instrumentation provides target programs with a fast (direct) execution
mode which is used to rapidly position the execution in interesting execution
sections. On the other hand, an instruction-set emulator is used to actually trace
the target program or enable on-the-fly simulations. The emulator is embedded
in the target program to be able to take control during the execution.

At run time, the program switches from the fast mode to the emulation mode
whenever a switching event happens. The inserted annotation code only tests
whether a switching event has occurred; on such an event, control is given to the
emulator. Switching back from the emulation mode to the fast mode is managed
by the emulator and is possible at any moment.

3 calvin2 and DICE

3.1 calvin2

calvin2 is a static code annotation tool derived from calvin [4], which instru-
ments SPARC assembly code using Salto [6]. calvin2 lightly instruments the
target programs by inserting checkpoints. The checkpoint code sequence consists
in a few instructions (about 10) which checks whether the control has to be
given to DICE, the emulator. We call the direct execution of the instrumented
application the fast execution mode, as we expect this mode to exhibit a perfor-
mance close to the original code performance. Switching from the fast mode to
the emulation mode is triggered by a switching event.
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Checkpoint layout. The execution overhead in fast mode is directly related with
the number of inserted checkpoints. Checkpoints must not be too numerous. But,
their number and distribution among the code executed determine the dynamic
accuracy of mode switching (fast mode to emulation mode). In [3], we showed
that inserting checkpoints at each procedure call and inside each path of a loop
is a good tradeoff.

Switching Events. We call switching event, the event that, during the execution
in fast mode, makes the execution switch to the emulation mode (switching back
to the fast mode is managed by the emulator). Four different types of switching
event have been implemented so far and are presented in [3]. Note that different
switching events incur different overheads since the associated checkpoint code
differs. In this paper, numerical results on the fast mode overhead are averaged
upon the four switching event types implemented.

3.2 DICE: A Dynamic Inner Code Emulator

DICE emulates SPARC V9 instruction-set architecture (ISA) code using the
traditional fetch-decode-interpret loop. DICE is an archive library linked with
the target application. As such, it can receive the control, and return to direct
execution at any moment during the execution by saving/restoring the host pro-
cessor state. DICE works with programs instrumented by calvin2: the inserted
checkpoints are used to give control to it.

DICE enables simulation by calling a user-defined analysis routine for each
emulated instruction. Analysis routines have direct access to all information in
the target program state, including complete memory state, and register values.
DICE internals (emulation core, processor modeled, executable memory image,
operating system interface, and user interface) are widely detailed in [3].

4 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate execution slowdowns incurred by both execution modes
(fast mode and emulation mode), we gathered execution times on the SPEC95
benchmarks, running them entirely either in fast mode (with ref input data sets),
or in emulation mode (with reduced train input data sets). In emulation mode,
instruction and data references were traced. We compared calvin2+DICE to the
Shade simulator [2]. Numerical results are presented in Table 1. The overhead
measured in the “Shade WT” (Without Trace) column of Table 1 is the overhead
needed to simulate the tested programs with the tracing capabilities enabled, but
without actually tracing. This overhead can be viewed as the Shade “fast mode”
overhead.

To simulate a complete microprocessor, an additional slowdown of, say, 1000
in emulation mode is still optimistic [1]. Given a one hour workload, and a
low sampling ratio of, say, 1 %, using data from Table 1, we estimate that the
simulation with Shade would require about 0.99×17.07+0.01×(1000+82.19) =
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Fast mode Emulation mode
calvin2 Shade WT DICE Shade

CINT95 Avg. 1.60 21.63 119.54 87.04

CFP95 Avg. 1.21 12.90 115.57 77.76

SPEC95 Avg. 1.31 17.07 117.47 82.19

Table1. SPEC95 fast mode and emulation mode execution slowdowns.

27.72 hours; calvin2 + DICE would take about 0.99 × 1.31 + 0.01 × (1000 +
117.45) = 12.47 hours.

5 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new approach for running on-the-fly architec-
ture simulations which combines light static code annotation and instruction-set
emulation. The light static code annotation provides target programs with a
fast (direct) execution mode. An emulation mode is managed by an embedded
instruction-set emulator; it makes tracing/simulation possible. At runtime, the
target program can dynamically switch between both modes.

We implemented a static code annotation tool, called calvin2, and an instruc-
tion-set emulator called DICE for the SPARC V9 ISA. We evaluated the per-
formance of both tools, and compared it with the state of the art in dynamic
translation, namely Shade. Running the SPEC95 benchmarks, the average fast
mode execution slowdown has been 1.31. This makes it possible to skip large
portions of long running workloads before entering the emulation mode to begin
a simulation. Moreover, to simulate a small part of the execution, like this would
be done in practice using long running workloads, calvin2 + DICE are better
suited than a tool like Shade.

Enabling complete execution-driven simulations with DICE is one of our main
concerns. In addition, DICE has been extended to be embedded in a Linux kernel
operating system. We are working on this extension of DICE, called LiKE (Linux
Kernel Emulator), to make it simulate most of the operating system activity.
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